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Abstract

The rapid growth of the Android ecosystem has led to the fragmentation problem where a wide range of (customized) versions of Android OS exist in the market. This poses a severe security issue as it is very costly for Android vendors to fix vulnerabilities in their customized Android kernels in time. The recent development of the hot patching technique provides an ideal solution to solve this problem since it can be applied to a wide range of Android kernels without interrupting their normal functionalities. However, the current hot patches are written by human experts, which can be time-consuming and error-prone.

To this end, we first study the feasibility of automatic patch generation from 373 Android kernel CVEs ranging from 2012 to 2016. Then, we develop an automatic hot patch generation tool, named Vulmet, which produces semantic preserving hot patches by learning from the official patches. The key idea of Vulmet is to use the weakest precondition reasoning to transform the changes made by the official patches into the hot patch constraints. The experiments have shown that Vulmet can generate correct hot patches for 55 real-world Android kernel CVEs. The hot patches do not affect the robustness of the kernels and have low performance overhead.

1 Introduction

Android platform has become the biggest mobile platform in the modern mobile device industry. The rapid growth of the Android ecosystem makes our lives convenient by bringing us thousands of new devices with various (customized) Android operating systems. However, most of these devices cannot receive timely updates. Table 1 gives the Android version distribution from 500 million devices as of October 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Android Major Version</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Android 4.x</td>
<td>Oct 2011</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 5.x</td>
<td>Nov 2014</td>
<td>18.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 6.x</td>
<td>Oct 2015</td>
<td>19.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 7.x</td>
<td>Aug 2016</td>
<td>25.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 8.x</td>
<td>Aug 2017</td>
<td>29.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 9.x</td>
<td>Aug 2018</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for Android 6.x and below. As a result, based on the statistics in Table 1, 44.72% of Android devices will not receive any security patches unless vendors can upgrade the firmware themselves. Fig. 1 provides further detailed analysis of the Android patch level of the same 500 million devices. Only 20% of the devices can catch up with the 3-month-old security patch updates; only 60% of the devices can catch up with the 6-month-old security patch updates; and 20% of the devices only have security updates more than a year ago.

The low upgrade rate has resulted in legacy Android systems with unpatched vulnerabilities. However, Android vendors are not motivated to fix those vulnerabilities. It is costly to apply changes to kernels, as it requires to go through tedious testing process to ensure that the changes do not break existing functionalities. Therefore, the legacy systems will remain vulnerable for a very long period. Attackers can leverage the known vulnerabilities to attack easily.

To address this known vulnerability threat, tremendous efforts have been made to patch old Android systems. Among all the possible solutions, the hot patch technique provides a convenient way to fix the vulnerabilities without interrupting the normal functionalities of the program. It greatly improves the user experience since it can ensure the system security without rebooting the devices. Based on the hot patch idea, Chen et al. have proposed an adaptive Android kernel live patching framework. The framework hooks the vulnerable function and applies a pre-constructed hot patch to it.
The hot patch will block the malicious input to the function to ensure the security. Mulliner et al. [38] have built a framework, named PatchDroid, which can insert the hot patches into the binary for third-party unsupported Android kernels. It checks constraints during patching the vulnerabilities to ensure the stability of the system. These works try to build the framework to insert the hot patch into the legacy system. However, the hot patches are still needed to be provided to the system. The framework cannot generate the patches automatically.

Writing hot patches based on the officially released patches is challenging. At source code level, programmers can modify any parts of the vulnerable functions to fix the bug. While in binary, it is difficult to find exactly the locations to place the same modifications. To get a hot patch in the suitable place, security experts are required to understand the semantics of the official patch and write a corresponding hot patch. However, this is a time-consuming process and error-prone. It is not acceptable for the IT industry with the fast development cycle and limited security budgets. Therefore, there is a need to develop an automatic solution to correctly convert an official patch into a hot patch.

To this end, this paper proposes a solution to automate the hot patch generation process. We propose a proper definition of the problem and set the requirements and assumptions that involved. To have a complete understanding on the vulnerability patches, we first analyze most of the Android CVEs from the year 2012 to 2016 and categorize them based on their patching behaviors. With the insight from the analysis, we develop Vulmet, which can automatically generate hot patches by extracting the semantics of the official patches using program analysis. Vulmet will find a suitable place in the function, build and apply a semantic equivalent hot patch to fix the vulnerability. To test the effectiveness of Vulmet, we have generated the hot patches for real-world Android CVEs. The hot patches can prevent the exploits with only little overhead on the system.

Overall, this paper has made the following contribution:
1. We formally define the process of automatic hot patch generation via learning from the semantics of the official patches. We elicit three requirements of the process and define its operation scopes.
2. We conduct an empirical study by collecting, summarizing, and categorizing different real-world Android kernel vulnerability patches based on their behaviors and distill four insights.
3. We propose an approach to automatically generate hot patches, and implement a tool, named Vulmet, to simulate the hot patch generating process and test its performance using the vulnerabilities in the real-world legacy Android system. The experiments show that the generated hot patch can fix the vulnerabilities with low overheads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the automatic hot patch generation problem with a real-world example. Next, in Section 3, we conduct a survey of Android vulnerability type and define the scope of the patch which can be used to generate the hot patch. Then, Section 4 presents the automatic hot patch generation framework. Section 5 evaluates of different aspects of Vulmet with different experiments. Section 6 lists the related works in patch generation. At last, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Automatic Hot Patch Generation

In this section, we define of the automatic hot patch generation problem, state requirements and assumptions, and illustrate it with an example.

2.1 Problem Definition

We define the automatic hot patch generation as follow:

Given a vulnerable function $F$ and its official patch $P$ at location $L$, we would like to find a suitable location $L'$ of $F$ in binary form to insert an automatically generated hot patch $P'$, which has the same semantics as $P$.

In this work, to achieve the goal of hot patch generation, we have conducted a vulnerability and patch survey to collect the vulnerable functions $F$ with the official patches $P$. Then, we develop Vulmet to automatically setup the metrics to measure whether a location is suitable to insert the hot patch and select the most suitable one as $L'$. After that, Vulmet leverages the weakest precondition to transform the constraints of the original semantics into new constraints to form the hot patch $P'$ at $L'$.

2.2 Requirements

To ensure the generated hot patches are practical, we have set the requirements to measure whether it is suitable to patch Android kernels.
Requirement 1: the generated hot patch should preserve the semantics as the corresponding official patches, which guarantees its correctness.

Requirement 2: the generated hot patch should not break the system, which ensures its robustness.

Requirement 3: the generated hot patch should incur low overhead, which ensures its efficiency.

2.3 Operation Scopes

To ensure the robustness of the patched program, we have defined three rules to limit the operations used in the hot patches.

Operation Rule 1. The patch can only be placed at the beginning or end of the functions or at the beginning or end of function calls.

In binary executables, the function level information is limited. For a given source code statement, it is difficult to locate a particular line of binary instruction. In addition, the instruction location changes in different versions of the functions. However, no matter what changes have been made inside a function, its boundary remains the same. With the help of IDA PRO [10], the function beginning and end place can be pinpointed. These places are stable even if the contents of the function have been slightly changed. Therefore, to ensure the hot patch is practical in Android kernels, we only allow the patch to be placed at the beginning or end of a function or the call of the function.

Operation Rule 1 has one special situation, which has been shown in Fig. 2. In the case where function A calls function B, the hot patch can be applied to the beginning or end of function A (Hook Point I and IV) and the call to function B (Hook Point II and III). By hooking at the beginning or end of the call to function B (Hook Point II and III), we can achieve the equivalent semantics as if we are hooking in the middle of function A. Therefore, the hot patch still obey Operation Rule 1, but looks like to have the ability to hook in the middle of the function.

Operation Rule 2. The patch can read the valid content of the memory but it is prohibited from modifying the contents.

2.4 Real-world Example

In this section, a real-world example is given to demonstrate the concept of converting the official patch into the hot patch.

Fig. 3 has shown the official source code patch for CVE-2015-8940 [6] in Android Qualcomm msm kernel 3.10. This patch fixes the integer overflow bug in function q61sm_snd_model_buf_alloc() by adding a sanity check at line 15 to 17.

To convert it into a hot patch, we first follow Operation Rule 1 to hook the beginning of the function q61sm_snd_model_buf_alloc() at line 1. Then we need to find a semantic equivalent patch as the official patch at this point. The official patch contains one sanity check of variable len, SIZE_MAX, pad_zero, and cal_block->cal_data.size. Not all of these variables’ values are known at the begin-
ning of the function. To build an semantic equivalent patch, we need to use variables whose values are known to represent the same sanity check. Since we are looking at the beginning of the function, we can get the value of the function input parameters, client and len. Then we need to use weakest precondition reasoning, a program analysis technique, to find out the relationships between the input parameters and the sanity check variables.

Table 2 shows the relationships between the variables. The detailed algorithm to determine the relationships automatically is presented in Section 4. With them, we can generate an equivalent sanity check at the beginning of the program by replacing the official patch variable with the variables. The generated equivalent sanity check looks like:

```c
if ((len > constant1 - (constant2 - (len % constant2)))
    || (len + ((constant2 - (len % constant2)) > constant1 - func_return_value))
   {return 0;}
```

The generated patch will only read the contents of the function inputs without any writing operation so that the Operation Rule 2 is satisfied. Moreover, since the patch only fixes the vulnerability in one function, Operation Rule 3 is also satisfied. Therefore, the generated patch complies with the operations in the definition.

### 3 Patch Type Analysis

To generate the hot patch from an official patch, we need to make sure that the official patch fixes the vulnerability in certain ways, which are able to be converted to a hot patch. Therefore, we conduct an empirical study on the different types of Android vulnerabilities. In the study, we provide the vulnerability patch categorization and distribution results as well as the insights found from the observations. After that, we are able to discuss the type of vulnerability patch that VULMET is able to support.

To have a comprehensive understanding of different types of patches, we have manually analyzed the recent Android kernel CVE vulnerability patches. We make an effort to collect most of the Android kernel vulnerabilities, which are publicly disclosed by Google. As VULMET works on the legacy vulnerabilities, we choose CVEs from the year 2012 to 2016, which mainly reside in Linux major version 3. We also ignore the older vulnerability, since it has a low chance to affect the recent Android devices.

#### 3.1 Patch Categorization

Since our work focuses on the patch generation, the patch category should reflect the modifications to the function code rather than the consequence of the vulnerabilities. There are many patch categorization works on classifying the patches based on the type of the vulnerability they are fixing [51][25][56][48]. However, only few works focus on the patches themselves. [36] has proposed a categorization schema based on the patch modification, which fits our need well. Therefore, we adopt the idea of this work and combine some of their patch type groups to form our patch categorization schema. The different patch modification category is listed in Table 3. Sanity Testing checks a certain condition and makes the decision to change the program control flow. Based on the different variable values it checks, Sanity Testing can be further divided into two subgroups. Precondition Validation type tries to check the function input parameters, and Error Handling tries to check the return value of the function call to add the error handling logic to the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sub Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanity Testing</td>
<td>Precondition Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error Handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Call</td>
<td>Ensuring Atomicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freeing Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call User Define Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Variable Values</td>
<td>Zeroring Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Buffer Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Data Types</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesign</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Operation Rule 1 tries to check the function input parameters, client and len. Then we need to use weakest precondition reasoning, a program analysis technique, to find out the relationships between the input parameters and the sanity check variables. We regard this type as the Zeroring Memory not the Function Call. Variable Initialization sets a default value to the variable. Buffer

---

**Table 2: Variable Relationships**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch Variable</th>
<th>Equivalent Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>len</td>
<td>len (same as function input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE_MAX</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pad_zero</td>
<td>constant - (len % constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cal_block-&gt;cal_data.size</td>
<td>cal_utils_get_only_cal_block()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Patch Type Categorization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sub Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanity Testing</td>
<td>Precondition Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error Handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Call</td>
<td>Ensuring Atomicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freeing Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Call User Define Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Variable Values</td>
<td>Zeroring Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase Buffer Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Data Types</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesign</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Observations

We have obtained four interesting observations during the study of the vulnerability patches.

Observation 1: **Vulnerability patch changes are generally small compared to other program updates.** Most of the patches in the Android kernels are small in size with only a few lines of code changes. In the 373 CVEs, there are only 64 CVEs that either have more than 30 lines of modification or modify more than 5 functions in one patch. This observation is consistent to the work [40], which states that in Chrome and Firefox bug fixes, small patches account for the largest percentage amount all the security-related patches. This observation suggests that hot patch is a possible solution to fix a large number of vulnerabilities in Android since it favors small changes.

Observation 2: **Large vulnerability patches often consist of several small individual patches.** Moreover, for the larger vulnerability patches, they often consist of many small individual fixes. In the 64 large patches, there are 50 patches that are the combination of several small changes in different functions. For example, the patch for vulnerability CVE-2016-8457 [8] is considered as big, since it has more than 50 lines of code changes. However, they can be divided into several small fixes in different places of the functions. The reason is that there is a vulnerability pattern, which appears multiple times inside the function. Therefore, the similar fixes need to be inserted into the function for every occurrence of the same patterns, which results in a large fix when aggregated. This observation indicates that we are able to analyze some of the large and complex vulnerability fixes using the divide and conquer approach. By appropriately dividing the large patch, one can get smaller patches, which can be converted into hot patches individually.

Observation 3: **The patch pattern may be different regardless of the vulnerability types.** After summarizing the different type of patches, we have compared them with the different type of vulnerabilities. We find that there is no evidence to show that the patch type and vulnerability type have strong co-relations. In general, the patches for same type vulnerability may be written in different ways; and the same type of code change can fix different types of vulnerabilities. Therefore, the patch type should be summarized differently from the vulnerability type, which shows that our way of patch classification is reasonable.

Observation 4: **Some patches consist of both non-security upgrade and vulnerability patch.** There are some patches, which have non-security upgrade apart from having vulnerability fixes. The reason for mixing the two kinds of patches in the same commit may be that the programmer does not want to disclose the vulnerability directly to the public. By mixing them with some function upgrades, it makes them hard to be detected by the attackers. For example, in the fix of CVE-2016-8457, there is a piece of the code does the normal function update jobs without fixing the vulnerability. This observation explained the reason why some of the patches are large patches with a mix of many types of code changes. In fact, the real security patch may be small, but when being added in some other updates, it becomes large and difficult to be analyzed.

### Table 4: Patch Type Allocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanity Testing</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
<td>CVE-2014-3145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Calling</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>CVE-2014-8709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Values</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>CVE-2014-1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Data Types</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>CVE-2016-2062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesign</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>CVE-2016-8457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>CVE-2014-9683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: VULMET support patch types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Supported / Unsupported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sanity Testing</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Call</td>
<td>Partially Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Values</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of Data Types</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redesign</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Partially Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Size Increase** is a special case where the patch increases the buffer to avoid overflows.

The **Change of Data Types** is a unique type where the variable type is changed, for example, from int to long int. **Redesign** refers to the rewrite the function logic with a lot of different program changes. The **Others** patch type specifies some minor changes that cannot be put into the major categories.

We have collected 375 CVEs. Except for 2 cases, whose official patches cannot be found, we have summarized and categorized the 373 CVE patches into different groups based on the patch categorization schema. The allocation of different types of patches is presented in Table 4. According to the table, **Sanity Testing** is the most commonly used patch pattern, which accounts for 42.1%. This kind of fix tries to read and check the value of the variable to make decisions. It meets the **Operation Rule 2**, which does not write memory contents. This type of patches are good candidates for generating hot patches.

#### 3.3 VULMET Work Scope

Based on the vulnerability patch study and the VULMET operation scope in Section 2.3, we have defined the scope of the
vulnerability types which VULMET is able to handle. Table 5 has shown the patch types, which can be supported by VULMET. First, VULMET will support the Sanity Testing since it only checks (reads) the value in the function and makes decisions, which satisfy all the Operation Rules in Section 2.3. Second, for the Function Call type, VULMET is able to go into the callee function and analyze the changes. If the changes do not involve the memory write operation, VULMET can support the patch. Thus, VULMET partially supports the Function Call type. Third, for the type of Change of Variable Values and Change of Data Types, since they both need to write the value to the memory which is against Operation Rule 2, they are not supported by VULMET. Forth, VULMET does not support the type Redesign since it greatly changes the original function semantics and violates Operation Rule 3. Last, in type Others, we have manually gone through each case. There are some cases, which do not contain writing operations to the memory. VULMET can generate hot patches from these cases. For example, in CVE-2018-17182 [9], the patch removes the entire vulnerable function. In our patch categorization, it belongs to the Others type. VULMET is able to generate an equivalent semantic patch by skipping the function. The detailed discussion is shown in Section 5.1.1. However, there are also cases that involve the change of memory content. Therefore, VULMET can partially support this type.

4 Methodology

In this section, we present the detailed algorithms for automatic hot patch generation.

4.1 Overview

Fig. 4 shows the overview of VULMET. When a patch has been officially released, suitable patches will be selected for the hot patch generation. For a patch candidate, there are different locations inside the vulnerable function that the hot patch can be inserted. VULMET will choose the best location to insert the patch by calculating the side effect for each place. After that, it will leverage on the weakest precondition analysis to find the semantic equivalent constraints of the official patches. Those constraints will be converted into the hot patch, which can be applied to the binary programs.

4.2 Patch Filtering

The first step of VULMET is to determine whether an official patch can be converted into a hot patch. As stated in Section 2, the hot patch operation is limited to enforce the program security. Therefore, only the official patches, whose operation semantics comply with the requirements, can be used to generate the hot patch. To achieve it, VULMET will extract the official patch by diffing the vulnerable code and patched code. Then, for each statement in the patch, it will be classified as the normal operation and the prohibited operation. The prohibited operation includes the assignment of variable or pointer values and the call to memory modifying functions. If the official patch does not contain prohibited operations, VULMET will select it as a candidate to generate the hot patch. Otherwise, the patch is filtered out.

4.3 Insertion Location Optimization

4.3.1 Motivation and Problem Definition

According to Rule 1 at Section 2.3, hooking function at the beginning or the end is the requirement to ensure patch’s practicality. Therefore, VULMET can only hook the target vulnerable function and the functions (i.e. callee function) which are called by the target function. Each of the hooking place is considered as a possible location to apply the hot patch. Among the several places inside the target function, VULMET is designed to find the best one. Some of patch points may not contain enough information on the variable values to calculate the semantic equivalent constraints. Some of them will have unexpected effects since the function may be executed until it reaches the patch point. To find the best point, those different aspects need to be taken into consideration.

To illustrate the problem, we reuse the example at Fig. 3 in Section 2.4. In this example, previously, we assume the patch point is at line 1. In fact, there are two more points that can also apply the hot patch. They are line 1 (the beginning of function q6ism_snd_model_buf_allo()) and line 7 (the call to function cal_utils_get_only_cal_block()). Both of the two points will have enough information to calculate the relationship between the function parameters and the variables used in the official patch. Therefore, in either of the two points, VULMET can generate a semantic equivalent hot patch to fix the vulnerability.

However, patching the function at different locations will result in different side effects, which may harm the normal executions. In this case, if we insert the patch in the call
to function cal_utils_get_only_cal_block() at line 7
and the patch kills the execution, some instruction from line
1 to line 7 has already be executed (Note: at line 5 codes are
omitted for simplicity). There may be some program changes
such as memory allocation. However, if the function is killed
in the middle, it may not finish the proper clean up process,
such as freeing the allocated memory. This may introduce new
program flaws and make the patched function unsafe. Instead,
if the hot patch is applied at line 1 and kills the function,
then the instructions with side effects will not be executed.
Therefore, patching at line 1 is relatively safer than patching
at line 7. Vulmet is designed to select the best point among
the candidates.

We define this problem as an insertion location optimization
problem. The goal is to find an insertion point, which
has adequate information to calculate the semantic equivalent
constraints and has the least side effects on the program. The
reason for choosing the point which incurs least side effects is
that patching at this point will have the most similar semantics
to the original functions. It is inevitable that, in some cases, the
side effects will result in the function working differently than
the original target function. In this case, Vulmet chooses to
sacrifice the normal functionalities to make sure the patch can
block the vulnerabilities since the first priority is to protect
the system. Therefore, by choosing the point with least side
effects, Vulmet tries to patch the vulnerabilities while keeping
as many normal functionalities as possible.

### 4.3.2 Demonstration Example

The workflow of the algorithm is as the following. First, all the possible insertion points are listed. (In the running example of Fig. 3, the beginning of function q6lsm_snd_model_buf_allo() and the call to function cal_utils_get_only_cal_block().) Since the hot patch works on the binary level, there may be inlined functions, which have been merged into their caller functions. Those inlined functions will not be considered as a proper insertion point. The detailed method to handle the inlined function will be given in Section 4.4.3. (After the compilation, the functions at line 1 and line 7 are not inlined in the resulted binary.)

Second, the algorithm will try to build two program paths. The first one (path I) starts from the function beginning and ends at the patch insertion point. The second path (path II) starts from the insertion point and ends the official patch location. To build the two paths, Vulmet will remove the branches in the code and flatten the loops by unrolling them once. The resulted path is a sequential program slice. (In Fig. 3, the paths for insertion point at line 1 is path I: 1-1 and path II: 1-15 and the path for insert point at line 7 is path I: 1-7 and path II: 7-15.)

Third, to ensure, at the insertion point, there is enough in-
formation to build the semantic equivalent constraints, the
algorithm will try to back-propagate the variables in the of-
official patches through the path II. If all the variables can be
traced back through the path, the insertion point will contain
adequate information to build the hot patch. (As discussed in
Section 2.4, the two insertion points have enough information.)

Fourth, the algorithm will check whether there is any side
effect introduced if the patch is applied. If the patch insertion
point is at the beginning of the vulnerable function, there will
be no side effect generated. Otherwise, Vulmet will examine
the path I to obtain the statement which can lead to side
effects. The side effects include the change of the global
variables, the assignment of pointers, the allocation of a piece
of memory without freeing it, as well as any of the calling to
the system functions. The algorithm will choose the insertion
point, whose path to the official patch has least side effects.
(Since line 1 of the function in Fig. 3 is the beginning of the
vulnerable function, patching at it has no side effects on the
function. Line 1 will be selected as the optimal patch insertion
point.)

### 4.4 Weakest Precondition Reasoning

After selecting the patch insertion point, the next step is to
produce the hot patch at that point by calculating the seman-
tic equivalence of the official patch. In Vulmet, this process
is reformulated into a weakest precondition reasoning task. In
programming, a precondition is a statement that should be
true before the function is called. While, a postcondition is a
statement that will be true if the function finishes and all the
preconditions are met. Table 6 demonstrates the relationship
between the semantics calculation and the weakest precondi-
tion reasoning. Given an official patch, its semantics can be
converted into one or more postconditions. The statements
in the vulnerable functions will define the transformers in
solving the weakest precondition. The process of getting the
hot patch constraints is equivalent as calculating the weakest
preconditions. The resulted weakest preconditions are the
semantic equivalent hot patch of the official patch.

#### 4.4.1 Determined Statement Transformation

To solve the weakest precondition problem, Vulmet takes
an input postcondition $P$ and a statement $s$ in the original

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantics Calculation</th>
<th>Precondition Reasoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Official Patch Semantics</td>
<td>Postconditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions and Statements</td>
<td>Predicate Transformers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Patch Constraints</td>
<td>Weakest Preconditions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Relationship between the Semantics Calculation and the Weakest Precondition Reasoning
void extract_dci_pkt_rsp(struct diag_smd_info *smd_info, unsigned char *buf)
{
    int cmd_code_len = 1;
    int ... = 4;
    write_len = (int)(*(uint16_t *)(buf+2)) - cmd_code_len;
    if (write_len <= 0)
        return;
    ...
}

Figure 5: Example: CVE-2014-9873

Table 7: Variable Reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-condition</th>
<th>Precondition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>write_len &gt;= 0</td>
<td>*(buf + 2) - cmd_code_len &gt;= 0 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(buf + 2).4 &gt;= 0 and recv_pkt_cmd_code != DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
<td>DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(buf + 2).4 &gt;= 0 and *(buf + 4) != DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
<td>DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*(buf + 2).4 &gt;= 0 and *(buf + 4) != DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
<td>DCI_PKT_RSP_CODE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 Demonstration Example

The basic workflow of weakest precondition reasoning is demonstrated with a real-world example. For the simplicity, the demo is shown with C language, whereas the actual reasoning is based on LLVM. Fig 5 has shown the official patch for CVE-2014-9873 [5]. The official patch tries to add a sanity check for variable write_len at line 11 and 12. To generate the hot patch, the patch semantic will be converted into a weakest precondition reasoning problem.

The postcondition $P$ is write_len <= 0, the statements are the instructions from line 4 to 10. The output will be the precondition in term of the function input parameters, which is the same as the hot patch semantic. The problem is solved with the determined statement transformation. First, by Rule 3, the algorithm works backward. Therefore, the algorithm will start at line 10. Second, by Rule 2, the value of write_len is replaced by the equation on the right-hand side in line 10. The resulted precondition is (int)((uint16_t *)buf+2)) - cmd_code_len <= 0. Third, by Rule 3, in line 8 and 9, the branch condition will be aggregated into the precondition to determine the value of the variable cmd_code_len. Forth, again by Rule 2 at line 7, the value of variable recv_pkt_cmd_code is changed into the value of buf. Line 4 to 6 only contain the assignment statements with constant values at the right-hand side. There, the postcondition will be transformed into precondition by replacing the variable values with their corresponding constants.

Table 7 has summarized the steps of the transformation from postcondition to the precondition. The original semantics will be changed into the precondition by the transformer rules. The final precondition Equation (4) in Table 7 will be the hot patch semantics.

4.4.3 Function Calls

For the non-determined statements, such as function calls and loops, Vulmet uses algorithms to summarize the semantics. The detail explanation for handling the function calls and the loops will be given in the following sections.
patch generation. However, there are some cases where the functions are not suitable to be used as the hooking points. Therefore, VULMET need to handle those cases to generate accurate patches.

**Inlined function** The first case is where the function is inlined during the compilation process. The inlining process will merge the binary instructions of the function into its caller’s instructions. The start of the inlined function will be in the middle of another function. Therefore, it is difficult to find a precise location to hook those functions. VULMET handle the inlined function in a different way.

Before the function analysis start, VULMET will perform a check to figure out the inlined function in the target program. Then, it will import the contents of the inlined functions into their caller functions. The framework will treat the inlined function as a part of the target function’s code when analyzing it. In general, the inlined function has two attributes. First, it only contains a small piece of code to perform simple tasks. Second, it hardly ever calls other functions. The two attributes make the function easy to be inlined. Also, they allow VULMET to import the code to do the analysis.

**Value modification function** There are function calls in the middle of the original function. The callee function may modify the values, which are used in the calculation of the weakest precondition. In order to have an accurate result, VULMET needs to analyze the callee functions to understand how the variables are changed inside them. After that, VULMET can use the modification as the determined statement transformation to calculate the precondition. VULMET uses SVF [49, 50], a tool that provides inter-function analysis to determine whether a particular variable has been changed inside the function. VULMET will skip all the irrelevant functions without any value changes. Next, for the functions with value changes, VULMET will go inside the callee function and calculate the changes made by the function. The changed semantics are summarized and used to represent the functions. After that, VULMET will start to perform the weakest precondition reasoning to get the hot patches.

Algorithm 1 describes the workflow for the function handling process. The functions in the algorithm refer to the callee functions inside the target vulnerable function. First, all the functions on the analysis path will be input into the algorithm. Next, VULMET will try to look up the function label in binary to check whether it has been inlined. If it is inline, VULMET will import the function into its caller for analysis. If the function is not inlined, it will continue to determine whether the point is the ideal insertion point. If the point is selected as the insertion point, it will extract the function input variable information and continue to weakest precondition solving. If the function is not the insertion point, it will check whether the function modifies the variable with the help of SVF. If the function modifies the relevant variable, VULMET needs to go deep into the function and performs further analysis to summarize the changes. If the function modifies an irrelevant variable or does not modify any variable, VULMET will skip it. If the callee function calls another function, which results in nested function calls, VULMET will treat the function as complex and skip the analysis.

### 4.4.4 Loops

Loops are another major problem in program MODanalysis. Since in static analyze, it is difficult to determine the exact number of iterations that the loop will be executed and the exact output values. Some works, such as [53], propose loop summarization algorithms, which could yield approximation results for some types of loops. However, since hot patches need to be precise to completely fix the vulnerabilities, the approximation in loops may greatly affect the accuracy of the patches.

Since loops are in different types, VULMET develops different strategies to handle different loops. The first type of loop is the one that contains the official patch. In this type, the patch semantics are repeated several times according to the loop iterations. VULMET will extract the loop iteration conditions and perform the weakest precondition solving on them. Then, it will construct a semantic equivalent loop at the insertion point. The hot patch semantics will be included inside the constructed loop. The second type of loop is the one that appears in the middle of the analysis path. To handle this type of loop, VULMET needs to first determine whether the loop modifies any of the relevant value used for weakest precondition solving. If no relevant value is changed, the loop can be skipped. Otherwise, VULMET leverages the idea of [53] to perform the loop summarization. It will generate the ranges

---

**Algorithm 1** Function Handling

1: function HANDLE_FUNC(func \( f \))
2:   Lookup \( f \) in binary
3:   if \( f \)'s name is found (not inlined) then
4:     Check \( f \) for insertion point
5:     if \( f \) is insertion point candidate then
6:       Add \( f \) to insertion point analysis process
7:     else
8:       Check whether \( f \) modifies relevant variables
9:       if \( f \) modifies relevant variables then
10:         Analyze the code in \( f \)
11:     else if \( f \) dose not modify then
12:       Skip \( f \) and return
13:     else if \( f \) is too complex then
14:       Skip \( f \) with red flag
15:     end if
16:   end if
17: else
18:   Import the source code of the inlined function \( f \)
19: end if
20: end function
of the values which have been changed inside the loop. Then, \textsc{Vulmet} takes the conservative way to choose the largest range of the value to form the hot patch semantics so that the generated patch can fix the vulnerability with the possibility of affecting the normal functionalities. Last, if the loop is too complex with new function calls or multi-level nested loops inside, we choose to skip the loop without any analysis.

4.5 Binary Hot Patch Generation

The last step is to generate the hot patch based on the precondition constraints. \textsc{Vulmet} uses an empty function as the template and set the function to have the same number and type input parameter as the original target function. Then it inserts all the constraints to it and compiles the function into binary executables which can be hot patched to the kernels.

The major challenge is to determine the actual address of the variables used in the patches. Since \textsc{Vulmet} hooks the function at the beginning or end, the address of the input parameters and the return value can be determined. For the address of variables inside structures, \textsc{Vulmet} will look up the relative address from the source code. The relative address will be added to the base address, which is obtained from hooking, to give the exact address of the variables.

\textsc{Vulmet} supports the hot patch for real-world Android platform with architectures ARM 32 bits and 64 bits. To suit for various architectures, \textsc{Vulmet} is designed to output the weakest preconditions of the patches. These can be used to generate the binary instruction of different architectures to support different platforms.

The generated hot patch includes a binary executable with the patching logic and a file to record the hooking point(s). To apply the hot patch, one can use the standard hot patching procedure to load the hot patch into the memory and build a trampoline at the hooking point to direct the control flow of the program to the loaded patch. After the execution of the patch, it will either pass the control back to the function or return the function to prevent the vulnerability.

5 Evaluation

We have evaluated \textsc{Vulmet} for the correctness, robustness, and efficiency of its generated hot patches. Correctness quantifies the patches’ ability to fix the vulnerability, robustness quantifies the patches’ ability to maintain the stableness of the program, and efficiency quantifies how much overhead the patches introduce. We have designed experiments to test the effectiveness of the patches in the three aspects. In the experiments, all the patches are tested on the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) platform Google Nexus 5X with Android kernel version 7.1.1 r31 bullhead build.

Table 8: Prevention of CVE exploit attacks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVE NO.</th>
<th>Before Patch</th>
<th>After Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2014-3153</td>
<td>System crash</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-4470</td>
<td>System crash</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2014-4943</td>
<td>System crash</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2018-17182</td>
<td>System crash</td>
<td>Not exploited</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Correctness Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the correctness of the generated hot patches. The experiment consists of three parts. First, we test the patches with real-world CVE exploits. Second, for the vulnerabilities whose exploit is not available, we manually verify the correctness of the patches. Third, we manually write hot patches and compare the generated hot patches against them to check whether the generated patches fix the vulnerable in the same way as human experts.

5.1.1 Experiment 1: Patches against Exploits

We assess the correctness of the generated hot patch against real-world exploits. We manually collect exploits for the Android CVEs and use them to attack the system patched by \textsc{Vulmet}. To the best of our knowledge, we have found 3 working exploits for the vulnerabilities with the hot patches. In addition, we have also tested the hot patch for the recent critical vulnerability, CVE-2018-17182. Table 8 lists the four exploits and shows the program running results before and after the application of the hot patches. The result suggests that all the patches have successfully prevented the attacks from the exploits. For CVE-2014-3153, CVE-2016-4470, and CVE-2014-4943, the hot patches have fixed the vulnerability completely. For CVE-2018-17182, the hot patch can successfully prevent the exploit but cannot stop the system from crashing. It is because that the patch can only partially fix the vulnerability. In the following, we discuss the patch correctness in detail with code examples.

CVE-2014-3153 is a privilege escalation vulnerability in function \texttt{futex\_requeue()} function. As shown in Fig. 6, the official patch fixes the vulnerability in three different location of the functions.

For the first patch in Fig. 6(a), \textsc{Vulmet} extracts the semantics of checking the equivalent of variable uaddr1 and uaddr1 at line 2. Then, it converts the semantics into the hot patch at the beginning of the function \texttt{futex\_requeue()}. The two variables used in the official patch are also the function input parameters. \textsc{Vulmet} checks the analysis path to ensure there are no changes on the two variables. Therefore, the semantic will remain the same as the official patch. In addition, since the official patch is inside another sanity check (shown in (a) at Line 1), \textsc{Vulmet} will also keep the semantics.
if (requeue_pi) {
  if (uaddr1 == uaddr2) {
    return -EINVAL;
  }
  goto out_put_keys;
}

if (requeue_pi) {
  if (uaddr1 == uaddr2)
    return -EINVAL;
...}

if (requeue_pi
 && match_futex(&key1, &key2)) {
  ret = -EINVAL;
  goto out_put_keys;
}

Figure 6: Official Patch: CVE-2014-3153

When constructing the hot patch to keep as much original semantics as possible. The generated semantic is as follow:

hook futex_requeue
check requeue_pi:
if not 0:
  check uaddr1, uaddr2:
  if uaddr1 == uaddr2:
    return the function

cHECK:
requeue_pi && key1 && key2
  && key1->both.word == key2->both.word
  && key1->both.ptr == key2->both.ptr
  && key1->both.offset == key2->both.offset

Figure 7: Official Patch: CVE-2014-4943

For the second patch in Fig. 6(b), there is a function call inside the official patch, which has been inlined at the compiled binary. Vulmet imports the code for the inlined function and extracts its semantics. Then the semantic is combined with the original official patch semantic, which is listed below.

check:
requeue_pi && key1 && key2
  && key1->both.word == key2->both.word
  && key1->both.ptr == key2->both.ptr
  && key1->both.offset == key2->both.offset

Then, Vulmet tries to solve the conditions of all the variables appear in the semantics. requeue_pi is one of the input parameters so that its semantics remain the same. For the union pointers key1 and key2, Vulmet looks for a good patch insertion points, where the value of key1 and key2 is same as the value in the official patches. After the analysis, Vulmet finds a non-inlined function call hash_futex() after the sanity checks. At that point, the value of key1 and key2 can be extracted. Thus, the tool will generate the hot patch by creating the patch at the point to get the value of key1 and key2 and checks them to make decisions.

For the third patch in Fig. 6(c), Vulmet follows the same steps as the second patch, since the semantics of both of their official patches are the same.

CVE-2014-4943 is another function that has a known exploit [4]. It is a privilege escalation vulnerability located at function pppol2tp_setsockopt() and pppol2tp_getsockopt(). Therefore, the official patch fixes the vulnerability in two different functions. However, both of fixes follow the same way to fix the vulnerabilities. Vulmet will generate the hot patch for each of the individual fix in the same steps.

Fig. 7 shows the official patch of CVE-2014-4943 for function pppol2tp_setsockopt(). It tries to replace the value of the return statement. Instead of calling a function, the new return statement just returns a constant value. To generate a hot patch, Vulmet will first look at the sanity check that contains the return statement. It builds a similar check statement at the beginning of the function to check the value of the variable since it is a function input parameter, whose value can be obtained via hooking. After that, if the condition is met, Vulmet just returns the function. It will produce a hot patch with the same semantics as the original patch. The hot patch generation for the function pppol2tp_getsockopt() follows the same steps.

CVE-2016-4470 is a denial of service bug inside key_reject_and_link() in Linux kernel [7]. As in Fig. 8, the official fix adds in a sanity check to test the value of the variable link_re at line 9 as shown in Fig. 8. The value is an indicator of whether the function __key_link_begin() is successfully executed. If it fails to run, the variable will not be initialized and the bug will be triggered. Vulmet generates the hot patch by first selecting a good insertion point. After analyzing different possible places, Vulmet has chosen to hook where the function call __key_link_begin() at line 6 has finished. It checks the return value of the function. If it is 0 (error), it will return the caller function to avoid further execution. Although there are some instructions between the insertion point and the official patching point (Line 8 has
```c
int key_reject_and_link(.....){
...
3     if (keyring) {
4         if (keyring->restrict_link)
5             return -EPERM;
6         link_ret = __key_link_begin(keyring,
7             &key->index_key, &edit);
8     ...
9     + if (keyring && link_ret == 0)
10         __key_link_end(keyring,
11             &key->index_key, edit);
12     ...
13 }
```

Figure 8: Official Patch: CVE-2016-4470

omitted some instructions), the program analysis results suggest they will not affect the value of the variable `link_ret`. Therefore, the hot patch provides the same semantics as the official patch to fix the vulnerability.

**CVE-2018-17182** is a cache invalidation bug in the Linux kernel [9] [20]. The logic of the error handling function `vmcache_flush_all()` inside the kernel is incorrect, which results in potential exploit even when a strong sandbox is present.

The official patch fixes the vulnerability in two parts. First, it changes the sequence number from 32 bit to 64 bit, so that it avoids the overflow bug to trigger the error handling function. Second, it removes the buggy error handling function. There are two different semantics in the official patch. For changing the bit of the sequence number, VULMET is not able to generate an equivalent semantic of it, since modifying the memory contents is prohibited by the security requirements. However, VULMET can fix the second part since removing a function has an equivalent semantic as returning the function at the beginning. Thus, VULMET can generate a patch for part of the official patch. After applying the hot patch to the function, attackers can still trigger the overflow bug which may crash the program, but they are not able to exploit further to get the dangling pointer at the error handling function. The program is protected since the program will stop before the vulnerability is reached. The hot patch has partially fixed the vulnerability with a possible crash due to the remaining overflow bug. The fix semantic is listed below.

```c
hook function vmmachc_flush_all()
    kill the function once called
```

### 5.1.2 Experiment 2: Manual Verification

Since the exploits are not always available for every CVE, it is difficult to conduct experiments on every patch against real-world attacks. Therefore, for the patches without exploits, we manually audit them to check whether the generated patches have fixed the patch or not. In total, VULMET has generated hot patches for 59 different CVEs. Excluding the 4 CVEs, which have known exploits, there are 55 to be manually verified. We believe that 59 vulnerabilities are sufficient to test the performance of VULMET since we are working on the real-world Linux kernel vulnerabilities. Table 9 has given the overall results for the manual verification.

The results have suggested that VULMET has successfully generated correct patches for 55 out of 59 vulnerabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Correct Patch</th>
<th>Incorrect Patch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that most of the generated patches work in the same way as the human written ones. This is because both of the VULMET and the human follow the same way of understanding the semantics of the official patches. In the following, we will discuss the similarities and differences
between generated patches and human written patches.

**Similar Patch: CVE-2014-4656** It is an integer overflows vulnerability in snd_ctl_add() function. As listed below, the official fix tries to check the input parameter kcontrol’s id index to see whether it is larger than the MAX value minus the kcontrol’s count. The official patch has put the fix at the beginning of the function. Since the generated patch also aims to fix the problem at the same point, there is no need for Vulmet to do further semantic transformations. The generated patch is similar to the official one and so is the human written hot patch.

```
if (id.index > UINT_MAX - kcontrol->count)
```

**Dissimilar Patch: CVE-2016-4470** The patch is discussed in the previous section with Fig. 8. For this case, the human-written patch is different from the generated one. The human-written patch tries to hook at the callee function after the official sanity check. It checks the variable value of edit. This value is an indicator of whether the function __key_link_begin() has been successfully executed. If the variable edit is found uninitialized, the function will be killed since link_ret will not be properly assigned.

These differences are introduced because the experts can understand the root cause of the vulnerability and apply the patch to fix the problem directly. Whereas, Vulmet depends on the semantics of the official patches and follows a backward analysis path to transform them to hot patch semantics. However, both of the two patches can fix the vulnerability. Therefore, although with a slight difference in semantics, the generated hot patch can successfully patch the vulnerability as the human expert.

### 5.2 Robustness Evaluation

Since the hot patches modify the original programs, they may break other functionalities, which may lead to unexpected system faults. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the system robustness is not affected after applying the patches. In this experiment, we evaluate the robustness of the patched programs by testing patched kernels with Android benchmarks.

To build the testing environment, we choose the Android bullhead to build with Linux kernel version 3.10 and roll back commits to producing a kernel with many unpatched vulnerabilities. In this particular kernel, Vulmet manages to convert 21 vulnerability patches into hot patches. Then we apply these patches to the kernel and run the AnTuTu benchmark [2] and the CF-bench [3] on the patched program to monitor any of the abnormal behaviors, such as crashes and hangs. Table 11 has summarized the results for the experiment. For demonstration purpose, we select 5 CVEs as the example and list the final results with all the 21 patches.

The results show that all the hot patches do not crash or hang the program. To further examine the patch robustness in the real-world situation, we have selected and installed top 100 Android applications from the Google App Store. We use scripts to open, load, and close the application on the patched system and monitor abnormal behaviors. The result shows that all the application can be properly executed, which suggests that the patches maintain good robustness in the real-world situation. In conclusion, the generated patch does not break the normal functionalities of the patched program.

### 5.3 Efficiency Evaluation

Since the hot patches inject code into the original functions, it is important to ensure that the additional code does not add much overhead to the programs. A less efficient hot patch may introduce performance bug to the system, which affects its normal usage. In this experiment, we evaluate the efficiency of the hot patches by measuring the overhead of the program after patching.

We test the system performance before and after the patching with AnTuTu benchmark on Google Nexus 5X device. We control the experiment settings to be the same to test one hot patch a time. Each of the experiment is repeated 10 times and the scores are averaged to avoid variations due to noises. Table 12 lists the performance of the kernels with 5 individual CVE patches as well as the overall performance with all the 21 patches applied.

Overall, the results suggest that the hot patches do not introduce noticeable overhead system-wise. For the CPU running time benchmark (3rd column), the patched kernel does not have significant differences with the original one. For example, the kernel with all the patches applied only adds 0.06s for the total running, which is less than 0.1% in overhead. For the memory running time benchmark (5th column), the overall run time for the patched system is even shorter than the original one. For the score benchmarks (2nd and 4th columns),
5.4 Threat to Validity and Future Works

In this section, we discuss the limitations of VULMET and propose potential future works to improve it. First, the assumption has been made that the hot patch cannot modify the memory content of the original program. Though it guarantees the stableness of the patched program, it also limits the workable type of the generated hot patches. There is a large percentage of vulnerabilities which cannot be fixed by VULMET using the existing hot patches. In the future, we would like to develop algorithms to analyze the semantics of the memory contents and propose safe memory modification operations. The major challenge is two folds. First, the function stack information needs to be kept after applying the patch changes. Since we are not creating new function stacks, we need to make sure the newly added patches do not overlap the old stacks. Second, VULMET needs to be able to insert the changes in the middle of the functions. The write operation is different from the read operation. At the binary level, a memory write operation is often followed by some read operations, which have data dependency on the previous write operation. Therefore, it is better to change the value at the same place as the original patch. Thus, to locate the binary instruction in the middle of the function is important to implement the write operation in VULMET. After identifying the patches whose write modification is safe, VULMET can generate the hot patch to cover more vulnerabilities.

Second, VULMET relies on the precise summarization of the official patch semantics to generate correct hot patches. In the experiments, some generated hot patches are incomplete because the semantics are not fully extracted by VULMET. It needs to have formal semantic analysis capability to define the changes made by the original patches. With this, VULMET will have less chance to miss out the important semantics of the official patches so that the overall accuracy will be improved.

Third, there are some patches being too complex to be analyzed. It is difficult to find the precise semantics of the large patches. Therefore, current VULMET only works on patches with changes in one function. In the future, we plan to introduce root cause analysis to help to identify the main changes that can patch the vulnerabilities. VULMET can generate the hot patches based only on the main changes so that it does not need to recover the full semantics for the complex patches.

6 Related Works

6.1 Automatic Patch Generation

Automatic patch generation is a hot topic in security researches [37]. Many different approaches have been proposed to address this problem. The first approach attempts to summarize patch patterns and use them to generate new patches to fix similar vulnerabilities. For example, in 2005, [45] has proposed automatic patch generation algorithms for the buffer overflow vulnerabilities. By monitoring the program operations in a sandboxed environment during attacks, it generates patches that can work at the same environment. [23] proposes PAR, which generates security patches by learning from the human-written patches. They manually examine the human-written patches and develop the patch template. Then, they locate the faults by running the test case and apply corresponding templates to fix the bugs. [33] mines a large number of human fixes and applies mathematical reasoning model to search for templates to fix the bugs. [32] also summarizes patch templates from the human patches and apply them to fix Java vulnerabilities. Instead of writing the templates manually, the work uses the clustering method to categorize different patch patterns and summarize the pattern for each of the categories. DeepFix [19] learns the patch patterns using deep learning with multi-layered sequence-to-sequence neural network and fix vulnerability with the patterns.

The second approach tries to generate patches by testing different patch candidates with the testcases. The patch that can pass the test will be selected. Shieldgen [16] generates the patch for the unknown vulnerabilities via analyzing the zero-day attack instances. [24,52] propose and improve GenProg, which automatically searches for patches using a genetic programming algorithm to evolve the variant to find the correct patches. They use mutation and crossover operators to change the original program and simulate the program evolution. During this evolution, different patch behaviors can be executed so that the best one can be selected to fix the bug. [44] also leverages on program evolution to automatically search for patches in the assembly code programs. They demonstrate that the patch generation at the binary level is as efficient
as at the source code level. [28–30,42,46] propose tools to generate patches and conduct an analysis of the effectiveness of the generation process. They define the operations that the patch can perform on the program and generate possible patch operations. They use heuristics and program analysis methods to rank the possible patch operations based on their possibility to fix the vulnerability. Then, they try different patches against the test cases to get the one which allows the test cases to pass. AutoPaG [26] also tries to generate patches for the out-of-bound read vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel. It can catch the violations and summarize the root causes during the runtime. The patch is then built to address these problems.

The third approach aims to analyze the cause of the vulnerability and build the patches to prevent that. Minthint [21] generates hints to help the programmers repair the bugs. Statistical correlation is used to find statements that are possible to appear at the patch location. SIFT [31] uses static program analysis to generate input filter for the integer overflow programs. [54] has proposed AppSealer, a tool which can automatically generate patches for known component hijacking vulnerabilities in Android applications. It uses the program analysis to identify the program slice which leads the vulnerable places and builds patches to block malicious program flows. [43] tries to generate filters for the web server to prevent malicious inputs. It helps the developer to automate the error-prone filter writing process. [27] studies real-world concurrency bugs and generates patches via analyzing the program flows. SearchRepair [22] has combined all three approaches. It generates Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) constraints for defects, uses program analysis to locate bugs, and searches patches using test suits. [39] also uses SMT to solve the constraints to generate patches for buffer overflow bugs. [35] combines program analysis with data mining to generate patches with a low false positive rate. Directfix [34] tries to generate simplest source code changes using a semantics-based repair method so that the patches can be accepted by the developers.

Unlike these related works, our work has proposed a new approach by learning semantics from the official patches, which does not require the test cases. Since the generated patches have the same semantics as the official patches, they can fix the real vulnerabilities rather than merely pass the tests.

6.2 Hot Patching Framework

ClearView [41] is an automatic error patching framework at the binary level. It builds models for the normal execution of the program and detects abnormal executions, which are considered as errors. Once errors occur, it looks for the invariants and generates patches based on them. ClearView will perform the self-evaluation to determine whether the patches fix the errors. Bouncer [15] adopts attack detector DFI [12] to identify vulnerability exploits. Then it leverages both static and dynamic symbolic execution to generate the filters to drop the bad input before passing to the vulnerable program. Embroidery [55] is a hot-patching framework for outdated Android systems. It uses both static and dynamic analysis to build a binary rewriting engine to patch the vulnerabilities. Instaguard [13] is a hot-patching framework for Android aims to fix the vulnerabilities without adding code to the original programs. Instead, it uses the patch specification to generate rules to mitigate the vulnerabilities. Our work is complimentary for those works as our output hot patches can serve as the inputs for their patching frameworks.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we have defined the automatic hot patch generation problem. We studied the patch behaviors of the recent real-world Android vulnerabilities and proposed approaches to automatically generate hot patches, which can be applied directly to the Android kernels without affecting the user experiences. To demonstrate the capability of the approach, we have developed a tool, named ULMET, which can generate a semantic equivalent code changes by learning from the semantics of the official vulnerability patches via program analysis. The experiments demonstrated ULMET’s capability to generate correct hot patches for fixing the real-world CVEs. The generated hot patches were tested to show that they can maintain the robustness of the program while keeping a very low overhead.
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